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Abstract - In many organizations like FBI and RAW,
Banks share confidential and important data on any
network. Some unauthorized persons always try to
use these facts to harm someone. In either case,
message sender or receiver has to pay the price. To
protect from these undesirable acts, we proposed a
new system with use of Steganography and
cryptography to make sure high security of the
message. One hides the existence of the message and
the other distorts the message itself. Here we use one
of the most efficient and a secure algorithm is RSA
Algorithm for encryption. Video Steganography is a
popular technique of hiding message into video file.
We first encrypt our message and decoy with an
efficient algorithm and then hide at random frames in
video.

(a) Block diagram of data hiding in video
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I. INTRODUCTION
Steganography is the process of secretly embedding
information inside a data source without changing its
perceptual quality. Steganography comes from the Greek
word steganos which literally means “covered” and
graphia which means “writing”, i.e. covered writing. The
most common use of steganography is to hide a file
inside another file [1]. Video Steganography is a
technique to hide any kind of files into a carrying Video
file. The use of the video based Steganography[3] could
be more eligible than other multimedia files, because of
its size and memory requirements[3].
Here, we use RSA algorithm for message encryption.
RSA algorithm is a very secure technique for
cryptography. There is a chance to detection of original
message after couples of attacks. Therefore, we proposed
a new system with combination of steganography and
cryptography.
The paper is organized as follows:
Section II describes the proposed approach of this paper.
Section III describes encryption with RSA algorithm.
Section IV describes the popular Steganography
technique Video Steganography.
Section V describes the Experimental results of my
above discussed approach.

(b) Block diagram of data extraction from video
Figure 1 Block diagram of data hiding and extracting
in video
The method to embed and extract the hidden message is
described as follows.
First, we convert original message into cipher text with
RSA algorithm.
Second, we convert cipher text into binary numbers.
Encoder
1) Select the frames from video
a) Converting frames from video for hiding
message and decoy randomly.
b) RGB frames will be converting into YCbCr
format then choose Y (luminance) for message
hiding.
c) We hide message in frequency of Y part of
YCbCr.
d) We hide decoye in frequency of Y part of
YCbCr.

II. PROPOSED APPROACH
The block diagrams of video encoder and decoder used to
hide and extract the data are given in Figure 1.

2) Apply Embedding Algorithm[1]
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If C is the value of the bit to be hide and Va is embedded
point in the frames.
When C is 0, the Va is modified as:

TABLE I. Configuration Parameters of the Video

When C is 1, the Va modified as:

Apply the embedding algorithm we produce an efficient
result.
Decoder
1) Select the right frames for message extraction.
a) Select the frames from video in which message
hidden already.
2) Extract the embedding bit by embedding mark.

Figure 2 the 17th frame of video
rofl.to30secondvideo before hide 96 bit message

Where, Va is the embedded point and C is the embedded
bits.
Key exchange Approach:
Here we are going to discuss one time share password.
We send to receiver‟s side the value of public key „e‟,
and multiple of 2 prime number „Pk‟ because of
encryption, value of index frame and size of bits
embedded in index frame.
Here receiver can generate the value of index frame with
the help of generator.
We do following operations on message_size and
encryption „e‟. Then we send message_size and
generator. Here we can choose generator anything
randomly.
Operation
Generator
Divide, Floor
1
Divide, Ceil
2
Multiply
3
Add
4
Subtraction
5
Mode
6
Power
7

Figure 3 the 17th frame of video
rofl.to30secondvideo after hide 96 bit message

Figure 4 histogram of the 17th frame of video
rofl.to30secondvideo before hide 96 bit message

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We are using AVI (Audio Video Interleaved) format
video for hiding message and converting AVI video into
PNG (Portable Network Graphics) format image frames.
We are using PNG format because it is lossless data
compression we can get real data after compression.
Video Properties
Baseline Values
Bits Per Pixel

24

Frame Rate

15

Video Format

RGB24
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Figure 5 histogram of the 17th frame of video
rofl.to30secondvideo after hide 96 bit message
Here, we can see the difference between both histograms
it means our message is successfully embedded into
frames.
PSNR value of above frames before message hide and
after message hide is 78.3457.

[8]

[9]

IV. FUTURE WORK
An algorithm, which can decide the random positions in
the frames to hide message bits, could be developed. This
will further enhance this method of Video
Steganography.

[10]

V. CONCLUSION

[12]

We can conclude that the proposed system is more
effective for secret communication over the network
channel. In this paper we presented a way of hiding the
secret data inside the cover medium such as video. The
proposed system for data hiding uses RSA for encryption
and decryption which generating public key, which
results in more secure technique for data hiding. We are
using random selection of frames and hide decoy with
message also.
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